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Jelle Zijlstra was President of the Dutch Central
from 1967 until 1980 as
well as the President of the ank of International Settlements (B.I.S.)
throughout those years. The pre t volume of selected papers, Jelle Zijlstra,
A Central Banker’s

View -

ted Speeches and Artic

mmell and F. de Roes (
ston, 1985), offers insights in the political economy of central

Jelle Zijlstra’s views on the independence of his Central Bank are those of a
inister of Finance and of Economic Afftirs for many
Minister for a brief time just before his appointment as
ank - rather than those of a legal scholar. By
he maintains that a proper monetary policy
requires a well-balanced fiscal policy as well as an absence of autonomous
adverse factors in the labour and goods markets. Zijlstra writes: ‘The three
macro-economic instruments - monetary policy, fiscal policy, and a wage and
price policy - must be able to correct each other’s imperfections. -No useful
results will be achieved if reliance is placed on only one of the three. Excesses
in one of the three fields cannot be counteracted and corrected by rigorously
applying the remaining instruments, akxle er in combination’ (p. 201). Also:
‘If we assume that the Central ank is suffkientlly independent not to be a toy
for politicians, it will have a
1 function. It must s
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realignment of
arch 1983 realignment, the Dutch
ad made its preference

integration in Europe is based o

on rates across countries.

I’he trade-off, in my view, is different for a small open economy. A fixed
exchange rate with some of its major trading partners implies that the rate of
:kiflation will be determined abroad, as long as the exchange rate is not
adjusted frequently and the . no erratic trend in the equilibrium real
exchange rate. Zijlstra writes:
at I would oppose is giving up the discipline

ge rate of the D-mark, accepting regula
at were quite frequent when monetary
e 1977 the guilder has been

ent. Average rates of inflation in

costly,

he maintains,

house prices fell for six cons

welfare. Also, in Zijlstr
place.
lstra, with high inflation only
the breathing space to fight
the author asserts that deatisnary expectations. S
took this measure, often in the form of takin
sees the political costs of wa
costs: ‘All those who are disappointed
tween a social order base
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utch monetary policy.

a careful balance between employment and
balance-of-payments objectives’and about the risk that if policy-makers wait
to the balance of payments over
short, the Central Bank has a

growth of some moneta

eve price stability. In his

rs express some accounta-

ut it also provides a met
ratist institutions

economic ills it cannot mend.
reactions to the
and useful for readers interested in the political economy of

De Nederlandsche Bank, Annual report (in Dutch), various issues.
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